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Abstract

A core idea of cloud computing is elasticity, i.e., enabling applications to adapt to varying load by dynamically acquiring and releasing cloud resources. One concrete realization is cloud bursting, which is the migration of applications or parts of applications running in a private cloud to a public cloud to cover load spikes. Actually building a cloud bursting enabled application is not trivial. In this paper, we introduce a reference model and middleware realization for Cloud bursting, thus enabling elastic applications to run across the boundaries of different Cloud infrastructures. In particular, we extend our previous work on application-level elasticity in single clouds to multiple clouds, and apply it to implement an hybrid cloud model that combines good utilization of a private cloud with the unlimited scalability of a public cloud. By means of an experimental evaluation we show the feasibility of the approach and the benefits of adopting Cloud bursting in hybrid cloud models.

I. Introduction

Recently, the vision of cloud computing [4] has led the path to a more elastic provisioning of IT resources. Users acquire and pay only for those IT resources that are actually being utilized at this very moment. Currently, two cloud deployment models are in use: private clouds are special types of virtualized data centers, which are of limited size and fully under the control of the entity that is also using it; public clouds, on the other hand, are large services, which are typically open to the public in general. For most public clouds, very little setup formalities are necessary in order to start using them. Due to their relative size, public clouds can indeed provide the illusion of boundless resources to most applications. Today, it is mostly an either-or decision whether to deploy a new application or service in a public cloud, in a private cloud, or to even host it using a traditional server. Cloud bursting, which is the idea of building an application that is able to “burst” out of a private cloud into a public cloud service as soon as the resources in the private cloud run out, is still mostly a research idea.

Figure 1: Basic Three-Phase Cloud Bursting Model

Figure 1 shows the reference model of cloud bursting, as considered in this paper. This model is in line with related research, for instance [8]. The reference model comprises three distinct phases. Initially, while load is very low, a single host may be sufficient to cover all requests. However, once load increases and the resources provided by the single host are not sufficient anymore, the application will burst out from the single host into the private cloud. Finally, once load increases up to the point where the private cloud runs out of resources, the
application bursts out into the public cloud. The public cloud will indeed, for all reasonable purposes, provide boundless resources, i.e., further bursting will typically not be necessary. Once system load goes down again, it is beneficial to consolidate again in the private cloud. We argue that deploying applications following this model allows for an efficient trade-off between cloud resource utilization and application performance. On the one hand, the model allows to use existing private resources, which are already paid for. On the other hand, the core promises of public cloud computing (boundless scalability) can still be achieved.

Unfortunately, a concrete implementation of this reference model is currently not easy. To the best of our knowledge, no standardized tools exist to support this way of application deployment. Hence, low-level implementation challenges, such as performance monitoring, code distribution, cloud management, or migration between private and public cloud, need to be solved over and over again for each development project. This severely hampers the practical adoption of cloud bursting. Our contribution in this paper is a framework for building cloud bursting applications following this reference model. Our framework transparently monitors the performance of the application in order to decide when to burst out into the public cloud, or when to consolidate again. Further, our system is able to transparently and automatically execute cloud bursting or consolidation without application outage or manual intervention. We also present a prototypical middleware that realizes the framework for Java-based applications. We numerically evaluate our middleware implementation, and show how cloud bursting impacts the performance and resource utilization of the application in comparison to other provisioning models.

II. A Framework and Middleware for Cloud Bursting Applications

Following, we introduce the main contributions of this paper.

A. Term Definitions and Background

In the most general sense, cloud bursting assumes the existence of more than one environment in which an application can be provisioned. The idea of co-usage of multiple environments is called hybrid cloud. The cloud bursting reference model, as depicted in Figure 1, comprises three environments, a single server, the private cloud, and the public cloud. All environments are interconnected either via internal network or the Internet. Further, the reference model implements the idea of elastic computing. An application is considered elastic iff it is able to expand and detract its own resource pools to accommodate current load, i.e., maximize utilization of its resources while maintaining required performance levels. Hence, elasticity can be considered a special form of the more common property of scalability. Under the typical assumption of boundless cloud resources [15], a single cloud already enables elasticity. However, assuming that real-life private clouds have in fact very real resource limits, there are cases where resources of multiple environments will need to be combined in order to implement a fully elastic application. Such applications burst into “outer” environments in times when the “inner” environment runs out of resources, and consolidate when the load declines again. Bursting happens as soon as the first virtual resource from an “outer” environment is used. Consolidation happens, when the last virtual resource is released back to an environment. Note that this model assumes that providers typically prefer “inner” environments over “outer” ones, and use “outer” environments mostly to cover load spikes.

To implement an elastic system, some form of code mobility in the agent-based computing [2] sense is necessary. Strong mobility (i.e., moving executing code including state to a different virtual resource) is preferred, but at least weak mobility (moving code without state) is required. Technically, cloud bursting is not very different to elasticity within a single environment. However, practical problems exist. For instance, significantly increased network delay is often a consideration when bursting into an outer environment. Similarly, oftentimes, data security and privacy becomes a concern as soon as a public cloud service is used to cover some requests. These issues should be taken into account when deciding on when to burst or consolidate, and which code to execute in which environment. This mapping of code executions (for simplicity referred to as requests) to virtual resources (and, transitively, to environments) is called request scheduling. Clearly, this mapping is not necessarily fixed. We refer to the process of re-assigned requests (to different virtual resources) as replanning. Replanning is relatively straight-forward as long as it re-assigns only requests whose processing has not yet started. However, if already executing requests should be re-assigned, application-level code migration becomes necessary [8]. For this, strong code mobility is required.

B. Scheduling Requests

Based on the definitions introduced in Section II-A, we now formalize the request scheduling problem. Assume that a set $C$ of cloud environments as introduced above exists. $C$ is ordered by preference to provider, e.g., in the reference model, $c_1 = \text{local}$, $c_2 = \text{privateCloud}$, and $c_3 = \text{publicCloud}$, with $C = \{c_1, c_2, c_3\}$. In each environ-
ment, a number of virtual resources (hosts) exists, denoted as \(H_c\). All hosts in all environments are referred to as \(H = \{H_{local}, H_{privateCloud}, H_{publicCloud}\}\). Furthermore, each environment has a maximum number of hosts that it can contain, denoted as \(c_{max}\). For public clouds, this can be assumed to be infinitely high \((c_3 = \infty)\). Hosts have a current utilization \((\sigma(h))\) as well as maximum utilization \((\sigma_{max}(h))\). In most cases, \(\sigma_{max}(h)\) is identical for all hosts in the same environment, but different among hosts in different environments. We need to schedule requests \(r \in R\) to hosts. Requests require resources (e.g., processing power) for their execution, denoted as \(\sigma^*(r)\). Typically, we do not care in which environment a request is scheduled, but in some cases (e.g., because of data privacy), requests are only allowed to be executed in certain environments \((a(r) = C', with C' \subseteq C)\). Scheduling an request \(r\) now means iterating over all \(c \in C\), and checking whether at least one host exists that still has sufficient free resources for \(r\) and which does not violate any location constraints of the request. Formally, the candidate set \(S_r\) of hosts consists of all hosts fulfilling the condition in Equation 1 for the request \(r\) (the function \(c(h)\) denotes the environment that the host \(h\) is hosted in).

\[
S_r = h \in H : \\
\sigma(h) + \sigma^*(r) \leq \sigma_{max}(h) \land c(h) \in a(r)
\]  

(1)

If \(S_r\) contains multiple hosts \((|S_r| \geq 1)\), we prefer the one in the inner-most environment (i.e., the one whose hosting environment has the lowest index, \(c(h) \rightarrow \min\)). Further, we use the well-established best fit bin packing [5] approach to select between hosts in the same environment. Hence, we define the resource “waste” \(w_{h,r}\) as in Equation 2. Essentially, \(w_{h,r}\) signifies the amount of free resources on \(h\) after \(r\) has been scheduled to this host. According to best-fit bin packing, our selection criterion is to select the host that minimize this waste \((h \in S_r : w_{h,r} \rightarrow \min)\).

\[
w_{h,r} = \sigma_{max}(h) - \sigma(h) + \sigma^*(r)
\]  

(2)

If \(S_r = \emptyset\), we find the inner-most environment where we are still able to acquire more hosts from and where we are allowed to schedule \(r\) in \((|H_c| < c_{max} \land c \in a(r))\), start a new host there, and schedule the request to the new host. In some cases it may happen that no host has sufficient capacity to execute the request, yet we also cannot instantiate a new host for it (for instance, because the request is not allowed to be scheduled on hosts in the public cloud). In such cases, we immediately trigger a replanning (see below) to migrate existing requests to a new host and make room for scheduling the new request to a host where it is allowed to run.

C. Replanning

Whenever requests finish, it is possible that we can improve resource utilization by replanning the mapping of requests to hosts. Furthermore, as indicated above, replanning can be triggered if \(S_r\) for a request \(r\) is empty and no new host can be acquired for this request.

Assuming a middleware that exhibits strong mobility properties, we are able to change the request-to-host mapping even for already started requests. To this end, we denote all currently running requests as \(r \in R^*\). Every \(r \in R^*\) has a remaining resource consumption, which we denote as \(\sigma_{\Delta}(r)\). The goal of replanning is to free up as many resources in the “outer” environments as possible, so that we may be able to tear down resources. We assume we are able to migrate running requests, even between different cloud environments. We refer to this via an migration action \(m\), which we denote as a 3-tuple of request, original host, and target host \(<r, h_1, h_2>\) \((r \in R\) and \(h_1, h_2 \in H)\). Clearly, \(h_2\) needs to be part of \(S_r\) for \(r\). Ultimately, replanning means solving the optimization problem of finding the set \(M\) of migration actions, so that (after migration) the amount of hosts used from the outmost environment is minimal. In addition, as migration is only senseful for requests that will not be finished in the close future, we only migrate requests that have remaining resource consumption larger than a defined threshold. Hosts that are unused after replanning are released back to the cloud.

For reasons of brevity, we do not go into detail here about how to solve the replanning problem. However, a practical consideration is that replanning needs to be executed frequently, hence, a very efficient algorithm is needed to solve the problem. Further, using a computationally expensive optimization algorithm is prohibitive for our framework. Hence, a design decision of our practical implementation was to use a simple variant of local optimization, GRASP (Greedy Randomized Adaptive Search Procedure [6]), to solve the replanning problem. GRASP has a linear computational complexity and can hence be executed frequently without inducing large details. We leave a more detailed discussion of replanning to a future publication.

D. CloudScale-Based Middleware

We implement this conceptual framework by extending our previous work on CloudScale, a middleware to enable dynamic scalability and elasticity of Java-based applications over IaaS Clouds [12]. The current release version of the CloudScale middleware is available as open source software from Google Code\(^1\).

---

\(^1\)https://code.google.com/p/cloudscale/
CloudScale uses bytecode modification to execute designated parts of an application on different hosts in the cloud. CloudScale naturally decouples Java program code and the physical location that this code is actually executed at, making it a natural fit to implement strong code mobility mechanisms. In this way, CloudScale significantly eases the development of cloud bursting solutions.

The general principle how the framework decouples code and physical location is illustrated in Figure 2. The dotted line represents the original Java source code as written by the developer (for example an usual Java method invocation such as `o.foo()`). The full lines represent what really happens after the bytecode modifications that CloudScale introduces: The original method invocation is intercepted by a proxy that finds out on which host in the cloud the object, i.e., `o`, is actually deployed, and schedules the invocation of the method `foo()` there. In this way, CloudScale is entirely transparent to the application.

The core benefit of CloudScale is that, once enabled, the middleware takes over the management of virtual resources and the software dependencies of the application [23]. Furthermore, CloudScale monitors the runtime performance of the distributed application and uses user-defined scaling policies for acquiring and releasing virtual resources, and for migrating running computations [11].

To enable Cloud bursting via CloudScale we extend the original code by implementing the logic that controls virtual machines lifecycle for the Amazon EC2\(^2\) platform, defined additional custom scaling policy that account for deployment restrictions of public Clouds, and create customized Amazon virtual machines that automatically configure and start the CloudScale middleware as an operating system service. Figure 3 depicts the high-level architecture of system and instantiate the technological choices for the implementation. In particular, on the application host we dynamically create proxies using the Code Generation Library CGLib\(^3\) and we use AspectJ\(^4\) to weave in the original Java program the code that replaces user objects with our proxies. We perform this action as a post-compile step during the regular build process of the application. Together, AspectJ and CGLib allow us to shield the application developer almost entirely from the intricacies of cloud deployment and cloud bursting.

The client-side components of CloudScale communicate with the cloud resources via multiple message queues. In our current version we use Apache ActiveMQ\(^5\) as message queue. We use the Sigar\(^6\) framework to monitor the performance of hosts in both, the public and the private cloud. This allows us to estimate whether enough resources, e.g., processing power or free RAM, is available at a host, as required by the request scheduling model introduced in Section II.

III. Evaluation

We evaluate the feasibility of our approach and the benefits of cloud bursting over a running example. We deploy in our private cloud an application that leverages our middleware for elasticity and cloud bursting, and subject the application to a fluctuating workload that triggers elasticity across different clouds. In particular, we implement the hybrid clouds scenario where the workload fluctuations cause the elastic application to demand more resources than the ones available in the private cloud thus forcing a temporarily burst in a public one. This scenario mimics the situation of services offered by a company that goes viral (e.g., under a slashdot effect) and in a short time experience an increase of the service demand that might go over the capacity of the company’s private cloud.

---

\(^2\)http://aws.amazon.com/de/ec2/

\(^3\)http://cglib.sourceforge.net/

\(^4\)http://eclipse.org/aspectj/

\(^5\)http://activemq.apache.org/

\(^6\)https://support.hyperic.com/display/SIGAR/Home
and requires the fast acquisition of additional resources, for example from a public cloud. Once the hype is over and the service demand decreases, the private cloud of the company is sufficient again to cover the service demand. At this point, the company can release the resources from the public cloud and can run its services according to the original in-house provisioning model. In the remainder of this section we introduce the application that we use as case study to implement this scenario, and we show how our approach can enable that application to cloud burst (III-A), we describe the experimental setup adopted for the evaluation (III-B), and we conclude with a discussion of results (III-C).

A. JSTaaS: JavaScript Testing as a Service

JSTaaS is an application that provides testing of JavaScript applications as a service in the cloud. It offers a Web interface that allows clients to sign up, register a read-only Git, Subversion or Mercurial account of their application, and launch their tests periodically. JSTaaS is an application that provides testing of JavaScript applications as a service in the cloud. It offers a Web interface that allows clients to sign up, register a read-only Git, Subversion or Mercurial account of their application, and launch their tests periodically. JSTaaS returns the test results per e-mail after a test suite completes its execution.

We have implemented the core functionality of JSTaaS as a SOAP-based Web service using JAX-WS and Apache CXF.7 The service receives requests for executing a test suite, executes them via the JSR-223 scripting engine, and compares the results delivered back by the scripting engine with given expected values. Then the service generates an XML-based report that summarizes the test results, and sends it to the end user by e-mail.

The parallel execution of multiple test suites is achieved by executing each of them in a separate thread, and cloud bursting is achieved by enabling CloudScale to control the JSTaaS SOAP service at runtime. We use a declarative approach implemented by means of Java annotation to let cloud scale correctly interact with the application, and Figure 4 shows the relevant code. In particular, we mark the TestRunner class as the atomic scaling unit of the application by means of the CloudObject annotation. In this way, we notify the middleware that instances of this class can be dynamically instantiated on computing nodes running in the different clouds. We also mark the runTestSuite method of the class with the DestructCloudObject to tell the middleware to run its clean-up code once the method execution is over. Furthermore, as the TestRunner class is also marked as serializable, the middleware can also migrate the objects between virtual machines during the executions. This example shows how with two Java annotations we enable JSTaaS to elastically distribute test executions over the multiple clouds.

B. Experimental Setup

We use Amazon EC2 as public cloud and an installation of Openstack8 running on top of 8 Dell blade servers with two Intel Xeon E5620 CPUs (2.4 GHz Quad Cores) and 32 GBYTE RAM each as private cloud. For each cloud we prepare a generic Ubuntu 12.10 cloud image running the extended implementation of the CloudScale middleware.

To showcase how the reference model of cloud bursting compares to other cloud provisioning models in terms of resource utilization and performance we run fluctuating workloads under with different setups. Each run of the experiment consists in the repeated execution of a single relatively long-running JavaScript test suite. Hence, in our evaluation, we map user requests to complete execution of a test suite.

We use the following evaluation setups: (i) the local setup, where JSTaaS runs on a large Openstack instance (with 8 GB of RAM and 4 virtual CPUs) and does not use any additional resources. (ii) the openstack setup, where the core of JSTaaS is running on top of the same large Openstack instance, but test executions are scheduled using a round robin strategy over additional 20 small Openstack instances (with 1 virtual CPU each). (iii) the ec2 setup, where we extend the openstack setup with 10 additional small EC2 instances (with 1 virtual CPU each). Test executions in this setup are scheduled using a round robin strategy that prefers Openstack instances over Amazon EC2 ones. (iv) the bursting setup, where the application is cloud bursting using our framework; at maximum, the application has access to the single large Openstack instance, 20 small Openstack instances, and up to 10 small EC2 instances, just like the ec2 setup. The local setup reflects a traditional single-host provisioning model, openstack represents the factory-worker pattern of parallel computing that is often employed by Web services today; while ec2 is a basic implementation of the hybrid cloud model where resources are statically provisioned.

---

7http://cx.apache.org/  
8http://www.openstack.org/
The execution of each test suite is a CPU intensive job (the calculation of a series of large Fibonacci numbers) that is carried out by a single thread, therefore, it is not beneficial to concurrently run multiple test suite executions on the same CPU. As a consequence, given that the maximum resource availability in terms of virtual CPUs is equal to 34, during the experiment we limit the load to vary only between 1 and 35 parallel test suite requests to avoid system saturation. For all setups we collect the service execution time, that is, the time to complete all the submitted test suites, and the CPU utilization aggregated across the running hosts. We compute the average CPU load of nodes by aggregating the CPU measurements coming from the different nodes from the beginning of the experiment to the very end. For the local, openstack, and ec2 setups, the number of hosts that run JSTAA$S$ is fixed, while for bursting setup the amount of running hosts changes between 1 and 31 instances according to our reference cloud bursting model.

C. Results

We report results of experiments execution across all the setups in Figure 5 and Figure 6. As reference in both figures we highlight the level of load at which JSTAA$S$ bursts onto Amazon EC2 by means of a vertical dashed line.

In particular, Figure 5 plots the service execution time for running all the submitted test suites against the number of concurrent requests submitted to the system. This plot shows how the performance of JSTAA$S$ evolves with respect to the intensity of the load. Figure 6 plots the average CPU usage of the system against the number of concurrent requests submitted to the system. This plot shows how the average resource utilization evolves as the load on the system changes.

Ideally, resource utilization should be as close as possible to the unity, meaning that the system resources are fully utilized during the whole experiment. At the same time, the performance of the system should be within tolerable limits, meaning that the system is doing its job well. From the plots in Figures 5 and 6 we can see that for most of the load levels the bursting setup is very close to this ideal case, and also that most of the times this setup over-perform the other ones.

Regarding the system execution time, the experiment data can be split in two phases. Between 1 and 21 parallel requests (where only private cloud resources are used), and above 21 parallel requests, where the load increases to a point where the allotted Openstack resources are not sufficient anymore. In the first phase all setups performed as expected. In the local setup, the system saturated fast because the number of parallel requests vastly overloaded the resources available from the single host, resulting in performance of orders of magnitude worse compared to the other setups. The performance of the bursting, openstack and ec2 is instead comparable, as requests are scheduled on the same type of Openstack instances. In the second phase, we note a global degradation of the performance for openstack as computing nodes begin to saturate. The ec2 and the bursting setups that exploit the additional resources leased from Amazon instead maintain more consistent performance. However, we also note that both setups suffer from slightly lower performance at this load. This is due to the EC2 instances used during the experiment not providing the same processing power as the resources from Openstack. Hence, executing the same test on those instances simply takes longer. Additionally, the more significant network latency that Amazon introduces has a negative impact on the system execution time as well. Furthermore, we note that the performance of instances in EC2 seems to be not as predictable as in Openstack (the performance curves of bursting and ec2 are more “bumpy”, which is in line with existing research [18]). Interestingly, this leads to the effect that at the end of
our experiment (for more than 30 parallel requests), the performance of all three setups is comparable again. All setups have overload resources for this amount of parallel requests, and gains of bursting and ec2 from having access to more resources is compensated by those resources being slower.

Regarding the CPU utilization, we note the same two phases as before. In the first phase, the bursting setup uses its resources optimally, with very little idle time at any used processor, meaning that the system used the right amount of resources for the right amount of time. For ec2 and openstack, the utilization increases the more requests have to be handled but never touches the ideal value. ec2 has a lower average utilization, simply by virtue of having access to more resources (which are idle in this phase). In the second phase, the utilization for most setups changes in ways that are not immediately evident. Utilization of the openstack setup decreases as some of the resources are overloaded and need additional time to complete the request execution. During this time the other, non not-overloaded hosts, to idly wait and the value of average CPU utilization drops. For similar reasons, the utilization of the bursting setup decreases. In practice, the Openstack instances, which are faster than the EC ones, need to occasionally wait for the EC instances to finish the execution. Utilization in the ec2 setup remains comparatively stable, however, it varies more, arguable due to the performance variance of Openstack and EC2 instances.

IV. Related Research

There is an existing body of research which tackles the problem of providing scalable distributed software platforms, some of which also specifically consider cloud environments. Generally, our work bears some similarity to research on cloud deployment. For instance, [14] presents a composite cloud application framework dubbed Cafe. Another example is the Rapid Application Configuration (RAC), as introduced in [13]. Both of these approaches focus on deploying an existing application to an IaaS cloud. However, unlike our work, these authors do not consider cloud bursting or elasticity at runtime. Another tool that exhibits similarities to our solution is Ibis [19]. An approach to build static hybrid clouds (comparable to our ec2 evaluation setup) for Grid environments has been proposed in [1].

The general idea of cloud bursting was also covered in some previous work. For instance, [7] has introduced Seagull, a framework for cloud bursting applications in an enterprise setting. Unlike our solution, which aims at splitting up applications, Seagull is designed to move entire applications into and out of a public cloud. [3] introduces another framework for cloud bursting applications. Comparable to our work, they actually split up applications. However, their solution clearly focuses on data-intensive applications following the map/reduce idea. Similarly, [9] has introduced a cloud bursting solution geared towards data-intensive applications. The core contribution of this solution is to schedule requests either to an internal (private) cloud or to resources in the public cloud. Conversely, our framework has a more general claim. We expect that our solution is applicable to a wider range of applications. Another similarly general solution for building hybrid clouds is ANEKA [20]. While cloud bursting is not the main focus of ANEKA, this .NET-based solution is able to also support some bursting scenarios, as discussed in [21]. Finally, AppScale [10] is an implementation of Platform-as-a-Service, which also enables the construction of hybrid cloud systems. Finally, another cloud bursting solution has been proposed in [16]. The paper follows a broker-based approach, but provides little implementation details, making a truthful comparison with our work difficult.

As discussed here as well as in [8], cloud bursting often requires migration between heterogeneous clouds. Migration of virtual machines from one physical host to another can be considered state-of-the-art in today’s clouds, given that many industrial-strength virtualization and private cloud solutions already support this feature. Fundamental research that led to this adoption in practice has included [17, 22]. However, [8] correctly notes that virtual machine migration is technically not useful for cloud bursting. Virtual machine migration works only within the same cloud environment, and cloud bursting by definition requires migration among several heterogeneous clouds. Hence, [8] introduces the notion of migration on application-level, a concept that we also use in our research.

V. Conclusions

We have presented a reference model, framework and middleware for building applications that are able to automatically implement cloud bursting. We have based our work on the existing CloudScale framework, which forms a suitable foundation for building automatically cloud bursting Java systems. We discussed our approach based on a realistic case study, and illustrated the effectiveness of cloud bursting via numeric experiments.

While we argue that the current incarnation of our framework is already suitable to build many cloud bursting applications, there are still a number of limiting assumptions in our approach. For instance, our current framework does not include any predictive capabilities. Bursting and consolidation decisions are currently only taken based on the current state of the application, and no estimation of
future requests is generated. This approach can lead to unwanted fluctuations if the load on the system changes often and quickly. Furthermore, CloudScale in general is currently only useful for applications where each request takes a non-trivial amount of time to finish. For applications with many, but very small, requests, the additional management overhead introduced by CloudScale can render moot all benefits achievable by cloud bursting. We are currently working on these limitations as part of our ongoing research.
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